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  I know very little about the ways of Brussels. I came here quite 

a lot in the sixties and seventies, mostly as a NATO-

correspondent. The EU, as a design for an increasingly united 

Europe, interested me enormously and positively; the necessary 

apparatus behind the idea, less so.  

 

 

  Europe became a major plank in my books and my journalistic 

work, even and sometimes especially when I covered the fall of 

communism and the subsequent Balkan wars - where one of the 

persistent weaknesses of the EU sprang into the eye – that of a 

missing defense capability, so painfully obvious these days in the 

cases of Ukraine, Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan. Does it matter 

beyond the pain? Yes. Europe wants to project soft power. Unless 

your projection takes place on a hard fundament, there is no 

power, only softness. 

 

  Great was my surprise, but also my pleasure, as I was asked in 

early 2013 to join the so called cultural committee. It was 

supposed to work on a New Narrative for Europe. In my estimation 

it failed, and a year later I left it in disgust because of 

chaotic leadership and a faulty composition – dominated as it was 

by its Western members and by so called artists and cultural 

managers - almost totally excluding thinkers, intellectuals and 

voices from Eastern and Central Europe. 

 

  What really happened? The Barroso Commission left this group of 

about 20 persons to chat away. The EU-apparatus did not want to 

lead, being afraid, I suppose, of an often sensationalist press, 

which earns its money by exhibiting the EU as a failure and a 

monster, eating up old European freedoms, encroaching upon our 

private lives etc. This caricature we see at its most grotesque in 

a book by the rather famous German author Hans Magnus 

Enzensberger, called “The Toothless Monster”. Okay, you may write 

a book about a monster. But why write or for that matter why read 

a book, a whole book, on toothless monster, a monster without 

bite? 

 

 My first conclusion: the intellectual quality of the EU 

opposition should be openly attacked for, what it is: an affront 



to the intelligence of the Europeans. For this to happen we need a 

more confident EU, a more courageous EU, a more optimistic EU. 

 

  The EU-bureaucracy seems to me to be infected by a culture of 

worries; to accept silently being battered by scare-mongers and by 

quite a number of national governments, which make a living out of 

catering for an anti-Europe sentiment produced by themselves and 

by the afore mentioned professional EU-bashers.   

 

  

 I very much hope that the new Juncker-Commission and the tough 

new chairman of the Ministerial Council, Donald Tusk, will go on 

the attack, will refute falsehood and loudly promote the EU for 

what it is: a motor, not a monster, a motor for peace and welfare 

and as such a monumental success. 

 

 How to get this message across? Not easy with many in Brussels 

behaving like the proverbial rabbit, sitting paralyzed in front of 

a poisonous snake. 

 

  What to do? First of all, keep the media at arm’s length - at 

least. Play down the immediate pressure, ignore stupidities and 

explain things in their historic perspective. The EU has put an 

end to 1500 years of European civil war, culminating in the orgy 

of blood and destruction of last Century, followed by a peace, 

which has left the vast majority of Europeans enjoying a quality 

of life unknown to anybody before on this globe. This is no mean 

achievement. 

 

  Sure, there are problems, many and serious, but they are being 

remedied by the EU, and they would have been much worse without 

the EU. 

 

 

 

  Never use the word crisis, never. Crisis means that schools, 

hospitals, public transport, police and other services disappear, 

that salaries and pensions are not being paid, that the very state 

starts dissolving. We are not nearly there, and we will not get 

there, thanks to the general discipline of the EU, of the internal 

market, the open borders etc. So, never use the word crisis. 

 

  A pet subject of demagogues and populists is the EU-bureaucracy. 



Well, to the best of my knowledge the commission employs about 

30.000 people. This is the equivalent of the number of public 

employees in one – one - of four or five regions in Denmark. The 

demagogues and the populists should be exposed for what they are: 

traders in fear and prejudices. 

 

  I speak in Denmark quite regularly. I experience much less 

criticism and grumbling that one would expect from reading the 

press. The writers of letters to the editor are often - as are so 

many commentators – activists, not generalists. They should be 

treated accordingly. 

 

  Most people, with whom I speak in Denmark and around in Europe, 

are more or less supportive of the EU. They may consider 

themselves Danes, Bulgarians, Portuguese or Scots, before they 

consider themselves Europeans, and they may not all of them 

support any further development in the direction of a federal 

Europe, but mostly they like the chances and the openness provided 

by the EU. 

 

  Many also realize that the EU, though too feebly, tries to 

contain local bureaucracy, corruption included; and that other 

problems such as international crime, drugs, emigration, climate 

change, and strategic challenges such as Russian threats in the 

East and terror in the Middle East must be fought on a common 

European level which brings me to three points: 

 

 There is a huge reservoir of European good will to be activated, 

especially in the Baltic States, in Eastern and Central Europe 

and in South Eastern Europe. Here we need a hands-on-attitude. 

 

 The outgoing commission made a mistake, I dare say, by siding 

with the central governments in London and Madrid on the issue 

of independence to the Scots and the Catalans. The EU is 

supposed to defend the peoples of Europe, not the states of 

Europe. The long term goal, I suppose, is a federation of the 

Europeans, for the Europeans and legalized by the Europeans – 

not a federation of sovereign states – in other words a move 

away from that recent and quite catastrophic invention, called 

states, towards a more natural and sensible cooperation between 

strong cities and strong regions, lead by Brussels, not ruled by 

Brussels. 



  

 To strengthen this image of the EU being the defender of the 

peoples, we need a tougher line on member-states such as 

Hungary, Romania, Spain and Great Britain, which violate the 

European spirit of openness and ever deepening union. We also 

need a tougher line against would be-member states such as 

Montenegro and Azerbaijan (currently heading, quite 

incredibly, the European Council), which habitually violate 

freedom of expression and other human and indeed European 

rights. So please, more politics, more perspective, more 

freedoms, an activist line. 

 

  My old friend, Bronislaw Geremek, then Polish foreign minister, 

later MEP and a great European, now sadly dead, once said to me: 

“We have forgotten the language of beauty.” Remember this: the 

language of beauty. 

 

  Do not be terrified by the professional worry-makers. Do not 

discuss on their premises. Let us discuss Europe on our premises, 

Europe as an ideal, the Europe of thinkers and workers, the Europe 

of culture and history, of revolutions and liberty, the Europe of 

village churches, cathedrals and temples, Europe as our common 

fate, Europe as a beauty. 

 

 

  The Juncker Commission should stay calm, do solid work and 

express itself in a clear and clean language, a human language, 

believing that history is on its side, knowing that the EU has 

done very well, that peoples and countries are lining up to become 

members, that the present generation is the first generation ever 

of Europeans, which do not have to fear war between Europeans. 

This is a great and wonderful accomplishment, indeed a beautiful 

accomplishment.  

 

  So, move the EU away from its present defensive position, on to 

the high ground and engage more convinced, more forcefully with 

the Europeans. 

 

 In short: optimism, confidence, courage, direction, beauty. 

 


